Aboriginal-Collection

   Material Submission Report # 14013
   Microfilm # 909
   Aboriginal-Newspaper.

2. Canadian Indian [Microfilm] 1890-1891. Positive Language: English
   Material Submission Report # 141010
   Microfilm # 906
   Aboriginal-Newspaper.

   Material Submission Report # 141011
   Microfilm # 907
   Aboriginal-Newspaper.

   Material Submission Report # 14109
   Microfilm # 1050
   Aboriginal-Newspaper.

5. The Lightbulb [Microfilm]: Negative In 1 reel Language: English
   Aboriginal-Periodicals.

   Material Submission Report # 14109
   Microfilm # 1049
   Aboriginal-Newspaper.

7. Our Forest Children, Owen Sound [Microfilm] 1889-1890. Positive 1/1 Language: English
   Material Submission Report # 141012
   Microfilm # 908
   Aboriginal-Periodicals.

   Material Submission Report # 14013
   Microfilm # 909
   Aboriginal-Periodicals.

Arabic Collection

   Material Submission Report # 14108
   Microfilm # 901
   Arabic Newspaper.
    Material Submission Report # 14010
    Microfilm # 901
    Arabic Newspaper.

    Material Submission Report # 10005
    Microfilm # 611
    Arabic Newspaper.

    Material Submission Report # 10689
    Microfilm # 711
    Arabic Newspaper.

Armenian Collection

    Material Submission Report # 3047
    Microfilm # 3
    Armenian Newspaper.

14. Armenian English Conversation [Microfilm]. Positive / Negative 1/1 Language: English
    Material Submission Report # 562
    Microfilm # 5
    Armenian-English conversation.

15. Armenian Red Cross Commemorative Album [Microfilm] 1910-1930. Positive / Negative 1/1 Language: English / Armenian
    Material Submission Report # 177
    Microfilm # 4
    Armenian Red Cross Commemorative Album.

    Material Submission Report # 561
    Microfilm # 2
    Armenian Letter.

17. Cook Book, Handwritten late 1920's Armenian Folk Tales [Microfilm] 1920's. Positive / Negative 1/1 Language: English
    Material Submission Report # 132
    Microfilm # 2
    Armenian-Cook book / Armenian-Folk tales.

    Material Submission Report # 14110
    Microfilm # 1057
    Armenian Newspaper.

    Material Submission Report # 563
20. Kantgaran=Treas’y advance Armenian reader. [Microfilm]. Positive / Negative In 1 reel Language: Armenian
Material Submission Report # 484
Microfilm # 1
Armenian -Advance reader.

Material Submission Report # 8222
Microfilm # 452
Armenian Collection / Kaprielian collection.

Material Submission Report # 177
Microfilm # 4
Armenian Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 563
Microfilm # 6
Armenian Almanac.

24. Socialism and Bolshevism [Microfilm] 1922. Positive / Negative In 1 reel Language: English
Material Submission Report # 563
Microfilm # 6
Armenian Socialism.

Material Submission Report # 562
Microfilm # 5
Armenian Song / Religious song.

26. Treatise on Armenian Revolutionary Federation [Microfilm]. Positive 1/1 Language: English
Material Submission Report # 484
Microfilm # 1
Armenian Revolutionary Federation Treaty.

Material Submission Report # 561
Microfilm # 2
Armenian poem.

Material Submission Report # 484
Microfilm # 1
Armenian -Yearbook.

Black Collection
    Material Submission Report # 14109
    Microfilm # 1052
    African Newspaper/Black Newspaper.

    Material Submission Report # 14112
    Microfilm # 1158
    African Collection/McCurdy, Alvin D.-Collection/McCurdy, George D.-Collection.

    Material Submission Report # 14004
    Microfilm # 933
    African Newspaper/Black Newspaper.

    Material Submission Report # 14040
    Microfilm # 934
    African Newspaper/Black Newspaper.

    Material Submission Report # 14102
    Microfilm # 1012
    African Newspaper/Black Newspaper.

    Material Submission Report # 10005
    Microfilm # 625
    African Newspaper/Black Newspaper.

    Material Submission Report # 14109
    Microfilm # 1051
    African Newspaper/Black Newspaper.

    Material Submission Report # 7358
    Microfilm # 376
    African Records/Black Records.

    Material Submission Report # 14112
    Microfilm # 1068
    African Newspaper/Black Newspaper.

    Material Submission Report # 14109
    Microfilm # 1052-1053
    African Newspaper/Black Newspaper.
   Material Submission Report # 10005
   Microfilm # 618
   African Newspaper/Black Newspaper/Black Unity Press.

Bulgarian Collection

   Material Submission Report # 3848
   Microfilm # 80
   Bulgarian-English Dictionary.

   Material Submission Report # 1065
   Microfilm # 137
   Macedonian-Bulgarian Almanac.

42. Novi Vreme [Microfilm]. Position 1/1 Language: Bulgarian
   Bulgarian Periodicals.

Byelorussian Collection

   Material Submission Report # 14105
   Microfilm # 1041
   Byelorussian Newspaper.

   Material Submission Report # 14105
   Microfilm # 1041
   Byelorussian Newspaper.

   Material Submission Report # 14004
   Microfilm # 916
   Byelorussian Newspaper.

Chinese Collection

   Material Submission Report # 14104
   Microfilm # 1029
   Chinese Newspaper.

   Material Submission Report # 14104
   Microfilm # 1030
   Chinese Newspaper.
   Material Submission Report # 14001
   Microfilm # 898
   Chinese Newspaper.

   Material Submission Report # 14003/10005
   Microfilm # 619
   Chinese Newspaper.

    Material Submission Report # 14108
    Microfilm # 899
    Chinese Periodicals.

    Material Submission Report # 14004
    Microfilm # 1031
    Chinese Newspaper.

52. One Uncatalogue Chinese Imprint [Microfilm]. Positive/ Negative 1/1 Language: Chinese
    Material Submission Report # 1128
    Microfilm # 10
    Chinese Uncatalogue.

    Material Submission Report # 10100
    Microfilm # 897
    Chinese Newspaper.

Croatian Collection

    Material Submission Report # 14010
    Microfilm # 913
    Croatian Periodicals.

55. Correspondence relating to Croatian etc. [Microfilm]. Positive 1/2 Language: English
    Material Submission Report # 1320
    Microfilm # 7
    Croatian Records.

    Material Submission Report # 293
    Microfilm # 156
    Croatian Peasant Party Minutes.

NOTE: Continued by Arasatski Put
Material Submission Report # 14033
Microfilm # 932
Croatian-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 14033
Microfilm # 928
Croatian-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 14033
Microfilm # 928
Croatian-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 14019
Microfilm # 914
Croatian-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 4449
Croatian Peasant Party-Records.

Material Submission Report # 290
Microfilm # 9
Croatian-Records/Hrvatska Hala-Records.

Material Submission Report # 14020
Microfilm # 915
Croatian-Periodicals.

Czech Collection

Material Submission Report # 14033
Microfilm # 936
Czech Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 1069
Microfilm # 1060
Czech Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 14106
Microfilm # 1043
Czech Newspaper.
   Material Submission Report # 14029
   Microfilm # 943
   Czech Newspaper.

   Material Submission Report # 1453
   Microfilm # 380
   Czech-Periodicals.

Danish Collection

69. Cark Lavon, Toronto= Dansk Kirkeblad. [Microfilm] 1928-1933. Positive/Negative 1/1 Language: Danish
   Material Submission Report # 8997
   Microfilm # 530
   Danish-Periodicals.

    Material Submission Report # 14902
    Microfilm # 564
    Danish-Periodicals.

Dutch Collection

    Material Submission Report # 4264
    Microfilm # 96
    Dutch-Periodicals.

    Material Submission Report # 6362
    Microfilm # 331
    Dutch-Periodicals.

    Material Submission Report # 6603
    Microfilm # 345
    Dutch-Periodicals.

    Material Submission Report # 8322
    Dutch-Periodicals.

    Material Submission Report # 8245/14110
    Microfilm # 286/287/288
    Dutch Newspaper.
Material Submission Report # 7313/7506
Dutch-Periodical.

Material Submission Report # 8246/8247
Dutch-Periodical.

Material Submission Report # 7324
Microfilm # 424
Dutch-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 6598
Microfilm # 338
Dutch-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 14104
Microfilm # 338
Dutch-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 1402
Microfilm # 140
Dutch-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 14104
Microfilm # 1026
Dutch-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 6286
Microfilm # 298
Dutch-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 5677
Microfilm # 329
Dutch-Periodicals.

85. Ganzevoort Canadian Immigrant Project= Netherlands Emigration Service Collection. [Microfilm] . Positive 1/20 Language: Dutch/English
Material Submission Report # 4118
Microfilm # 139
Dutch Emigration Service-Collection/Ganzevoort Canadian Immigrant Project.

Material Submission Report # 6607
Microfilm: # 334
Dutch Newspaper.

*NOTE:* Continued *Hollandia*
Material Submission Report # 14104
Microfilm: # 1021
Dutch Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 2288
Microfilm: # 141
Dutch Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 2390
Microfilm: # 195
Dutch Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 3281
Microfilm: # 249
Dutch Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 9079/9600
Microfilm: # 541/549
Dutch Periodicals.

92. *Yearbook [Microfilm]*. Positive 1/1 Language: English/Dutch
Dutch Yearbook.

Estonian Collection
96. Loomine ja Raud Saamislood=Three uncatalogue Estonian titles. [Microfilm] . Positive 1/1 Language: Estonian
Material Submission Report # 1551
Microfilm # 180
Estonian-Records.

Material Submission Report # 14033
Microfilm # 956
Estonian-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 14029
Microfilm # 944
Estonian-Newspaper.

Filipino Collection

Material Submission Report # 14106
Microfilm # 1044
Filipino-Newspaper.

Finnish Collection

Material Submission Report # 14013
Microfilm # 984
Finnish-Newspaper.

NOTE: 1/10 reel missing.
Material Submission Report # 14010
Microfilm # 982
Finnish-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 5651/8361
Microfilm # 516/236
Finnish-Collection/Finnish Canadian Historical Society-Collection.

NOTE: 1-6 positive reels are missing.
Material Submission Report # 10005
Microfilm # 620
Finnish-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 14010
Microfilm # 983
Finnish-Newspaper.
NOT: 1-3 positive reels are missing
Material Submission Report # 2017
Microfilm # 32
Finnish-Records/Loyal Finns Canada-Records.

Material Submission Report # 10005
Microfilm # 626
Finnish-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 127666
Microfilm # 890
Finnish-Newspaper.

Microfilm # 890
Finnish-Newspaper/Kentala, Veli.

Material Submission Report # 14047
Microfilm # 942
French-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 14044
Microfilm # 937
French-Newspaper.

111. Le Courrier D' Outaouais [Microfilm] 1861-1875. Positive In 1 reel Language: French
Material Submission Report # 14044
Microfilm # 937
French-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 14047
Microfilm # 940
French-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 14044
Microfilm # 937
French-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 14044

French Collection
German Collection

Material Submission Report # 14004
Microfilm # 1000
German-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 14004
Microfilm # 1001
German-Newspaper.

118. Veranstaltungen der Deutsch-Katholischen Gemeinde Von-Toronto [Microfilm] 1959? Positive/Negative 1/1 Language: German
Material Submission Report # 1828
Microfilm # 29
German-Periodicals.

119. Der Deutsche Canadier [Microfilm] January 5, 1884-August 11, 1884. Negative 1/18 Language: German
Material Submission Report # 1002
Microfilm # 11
German-Newspaper.

120. Der Evangelisch Lutherischen, Bethel Kirche, Kitchener, ontario=2 uncatalogue [Microfilm] 1959? Positive 1/1 Language: German
Material Submission Report # 1526
Microfilm # 27
German-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 14003
Microfilm # 1039
German-Newspaper.
124. Der Morgenstem [Microfilm] June 6, 1839-September 16, 1841. Negative 1/1 Language: German
   Material Submission Report # 14005
   Microfilm # 1008
   German-Pe periodicals.

   NOTE: Library has: January 19-December 28, 1855, January 2-December 25, 1857.
   Material Submission Report # 14005
   Microfilm # 1007
   German-Newspaper.

   Material Submission Report # 14109
   Microfilm # 1045
   German-Newspaper/Austrian-German Newspaper.

   Material Submission Report # 14005
   Microfilm # 1004
   German-Newspaper.

   NOTE: Not published during WWII.
   Material Submission Report # 3439
   Microfilm # 165
   German-Newspaper.

129. Deutsche Presse [Microfilm]. Positive 1/1 Language: German
   German Newspaper/Austrian-German Newspaper.

130. Deutsche Zeitung [Microfilm] November 3, 1881-September 27, 1899. Negative 1/3 Language: German
   Material Submission Report # 14005
   Microfilm # 1005
   German-Newspaper.

131. Die deutsche Auswanderung nach Kanada by Hans-Jurgen Lubulde-Dissertation (Hamburg) [Microfilm]. Positive 1/1 Language: German
   Material Submission Report # 12517
   Microfilm # 863
   German-Dissertation/Lubulde, Hans-Jurgen.

   Material Submission Report # 14005
   Microfilm # 1009
   German-Newspaper.

133. Freie Presse [Microfilm] August 6, 1886-August 5, 1887. Negative 1/1 Language: German
   Material Submission Report # 14005
   Microfilm # 1006
134. Hamburger Beobachter [Microfilm] February 9, 1855-February 22, 1856. Negative 1/1 Language: German
   Material Submission Report # 14005
   Microfilm # 1007
   German-Newspaper.

   Material Submission Report # 14109
   Microfilm # 1047
   German-Periodicals.

   Material Submission Report # 1314
   Microfilm # 398
   German-Periodicals.

   Material Submission Report # 14105
   Microfilm # 1040
   German-Newspaper.

   Material Submission Report # 10267
   Microfilm # 780
   German-Newspaper.

139. Michaelsbote [Microfilm] 1956-1978. Positive 1/1 Language: German
   Material Submission Report # 9420
   Microfilm # 575
   German-Periodicals.

140. Mitteilungs Blätter [Microfilm] 1970. Positive 1/1 Language: German
   Material Submission Report # 14105
   Microfilm # 1038
   German-Periodicals.

   Material Submission Report # 14005
   Microfilm # 1010
   German-Newspaper.

   Material Submission Report # 7314
   Microfilm # 398
   German-Records.

   NOTE: Continues from Mitteilungs Blätter, Continued by Canada Herald
   Material Submission Report # 14105/7314
144. Passenger List from Port of Hamburg to Port of Quebec [Microfilm]. Positive/Negative 1/1 Language: English/German
Material Submission Report # 12517
Microfilm # 805
German-Passenger List.

145. Peace Lutheran Church, Newsletter Windsor [Microfilm]. Positive 1/1 Language: English/German
Material Submission Report # 10269
Microfilm # 727
German-Periodicals/Peace Lutheran Church-Periodicals.

146. Rev. Walter Wentzlaff: Evangelical Lutheran Church pamphlet collection [Microfilm]. Positive 1/1 Language: English/German
Material Submission Report # 10266
Microfilm # 771
German-Records/Evangelical Lutheran Church-Collection/Wentzlaff, Rev. Walter.

Material Submission Report # 9468
Microfilm # 559
German-Periodicals/St. Michael's Church-Periodicals.

148. Stimmberechtigte: Mitglieder der Bethel Gemeinde = uncatalogued. [Microfilm]. Positive 1/1 Language: German
Material Submission Report # 1526
Microfilm # 27
German-Periodicals.

149. Trinity Evangelical Lutheran Church, Windsor 50th Anniversary book etc. [Microfilm]. Positive 1/1 Language: English/German
Material Submission Report # 9423
Microfilm # 584
German-Records/Trinity Evangelical Lutheran Church-Records.

Material Submission Report # 14109
Microfilm # 1046
German-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 14109/5579
Microfilm # 412
German-Newspaper.

Greek Collection

152. E. N. Papamani: Panepistimaio Istoria tou kanada kai Ellna-Kanadikos O [Microfilm]. Positive/Negative 1/1 Language: Greek
Material Submission Report # 3765
Microfilm # 38
Greek-Collection/Papamani, E. N.-Collection.
Material Submission Report # 14033
Microfilm # 986
Greek - Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 14033
Microfilm # 987
Greek - Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 14106
Microfilm # 895
Greek - Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 12810
Microfilm # 894
Greek - Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 12810
Microfilm # 894
Greek - Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 12810
Microfilm # 894
Greek - Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 12810
Microfilm # 894
Greek - Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 12810
Microfilm # 894
Greek - Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 14004
Microfilm # 993
Greek - Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 14004
Microfilm # 993
Greek - Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 7661
Microfilm # 449
Greek-Periodicals/St. Nektarios Greek Orthodox Church-Periodicals.
Hungarian Collection

164. 48 As Kosuth Elnyev [Microfilm] . Positive 1/1 Language: Hungarian
Material Submission Report # 412
Microfilm # 49
Hungarian-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 412
Microfilm # 50
Hungarian-Periodicals.

166. Amgyar Nők Kézelm [Microfilm] . Positive/Negative 1/1 Language: Hungarian
Hungarian-Periodicals.

167. Annual reports: the Church of All Nations [Microfilm] . Positive/Negative In 1 reel Language: English/Hungarian
Material Submission Report # 354
Microfilm # 489
Church of All Nations-Annual reports/Hungarian-Collection.

168. Aprosagok [Microfilm] . Positive In 1 reel Language: Hungarian
Material Submission Report # 412
Microfilm # 49
Hungarian-Periodicals.

Hungarian-Newspaper.

170. Bekeer Haladört szocializmusért [Microfilm] . Positive/Negative In 1 reel Language: Hungarian
Material Submission Report # 412
Microfilm # 51
Hungarian-Pamphlets.

Material Submission Report # 706
Microfilm # 47
Hungarian-Bibliography.

172. Canadai Kis Ujsag Little [Microfilm] . Negative 1/1 Language: Hungarian
Hungarian-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 123
Microfilm # 42
174. Charles Steinmetz Scrapbook of Newspaper clippings [Microfilm]. Positive Language: English/Hungarian
Material Submission Report # 10501
Microfilm # 666
Steinmetz, Charles - Scrapbook/Hungarian-Scrapbook.

175. Egy Jobb Kanadet Melyert and five other pamphlets [Microfilm]. Positive 1/1 Language: Hungarian
Material Submission Report # 412
Microfilm # 51
Hungarian-Periodicals/Hungarian-Records.

Material Submission Report # 10005
Microfilm # 617
Hungarian-Periodicals.

177. Free Hungarian Reformed Church [Microfilm]. Positive/Negative In 1 reel Language: English/Hungarian
Material Submission Report # 354
Microfilm # 489
Church of All Nations-Annual reports/Hungarian-Collection.

Material Submission Report # 13582
Microfilm # 852
Hungarian-Periodicals.

179. Halasz de Bohy Ivan: Hungarian Canadian pamphlet collection [Microfilm]. Positive/Negative In 1 reel Language: English/Hungarian
Material Submission Report # 354
Microfilm # 489
Ivan, Halasz de Bohy/Hungarian-Collection.

180. Hirado [Microfilm] Language: Hungarian
Hungarian-Newspaper.

181. Homogsuk Szokora [Microfilm]. Positive 1/1 Language: Hungarian
Material Submission Report # 3818
Microfilm # 48
Hungarian-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 1506
Microfilm # 384
Hungarian-Periodicals.

183. Kanada, Budapestit by Tim Buch [Microfilm]. Positive/Negative In 1 reel Language: Hungarian
Material Submission Report # 412
Microfilm # 51
Hungarian-Collection/Buch, Tim.
184. Kanada by Tim Buck [Microfilm]. Positive/Negative 1/1 Language: Hungarian
Hungarian-Periodicals/Buck, Tim.

185. Kanadai Zugzellenseg Es Besi Demokracia [Microfilm]. Positive/Negative 1/1 Language: Hungarian
Hungarian-Periodicals.

186. Kanadai Magyar Hirlap [Microfilm] Language: Hungarian
Hungarian-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 3817/14004
Microfilm # 52/997 Hungarian-Newspaper.

188. Kanadai Magyar Ujsag [Microfilm]. Negative 1/1 Language: Hungarian
Hungarian-Newspaper.

Hungarian-Newspaper.

190. Ketvilaghaborhazgalt etc.[Microfilm]. Positive/Negative 1/1 Language: Hungarian
Material Submission Report # 412
Microfilm # 49 Hungarian-Records.

191. Leaflet of United Church Board of Home Missions in Hungarian [Microfilm]. Positive/Negative In 1 reel Language: English/Hungarian
Material Submission Report # 354
Microfilm # 489 United Church Board of Home Missions-Records/Hungarian-Records.

192. Legyunk Urai Sajat Hazunknak [Microfilm]. Positive/Negative 1/1 Language: Hungarian
Hungarian-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 14112
Microfilm # 1065 Hungarian-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 412
Microfilm # 50 Hungarian-Periodicals.

195. Members List Hungarian United Church of All Nations [Microfilm]. Positive/Negative In 1 reel Language: English/Hungarian
Material Submission Report # 14105
Microfilm # 1037
Hungarian-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 3818
Microfilm # 48
Hungarian-Periodicals.

198. Orban Sander Scrapbook [Microfilm]. Negative Language: Hungarian
Material Submission Report # 9012
Microfilm # 601
Orban, Orban-Scrapbook/Hungarian-Scrapbook.

Material Submission Report # 412
Microfilm # 50
Hungarian-Periodicals.

200. Our lady of Hungarian Church [Microfilm]. Positive/ Negative In 1 reel Language: English/Hungarian
Material Submission Report # 354
Microfilm # 489
Our lady of Hungarian Church-Records/Hungarian-Records.

201. Porszema Viharban [Microfilm]. Positive In 1 reel Language: Hungarian
Material Submission Report # 412
Microfilm # 49
Hungarian-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 354
Microfilm # 46
Hungarian Baptist Church of Toronto-Records.

203. Sandor Orban Scrapbook [Microfilm]. Positive 1/1 Language: Hungarian
Material Submission Report # 9012
Microfilm # 601
Orban, Sandor/Hungarian-scrapbook.

204. Short Story of Hungarian United Church of Winnipeg [Microfilm]. Positive/ Negative In 1 reel Language: English/Hungarian
Material Submission Report # 354
Microfilm # 489
Hungarian United Church of Winnipeg-Records/Hungarian-Records.

206. St. George Hungarian Greek Catherine Church [Microfilm]. Positive/Negative In 1 reel Language: English/Hungarian
Material Submission Report # 354
Microfilm # 489
St. George Hungarian Greek Catherine Church-Records/Hungarian-Records.

207. St. John’s Hungarian Greek Catherine Church [Microfilm]. Positive/Negative In 1 reel Language: English/Hungarian
Material Submission Report # 354
Microfilm # 489
St. John’s Hungarian Greek Catherine Church-Records/Hungarian-Records.

Material Submission Report # 853
Hungarian-Newspaper.

209. A Szocializmusz sar alla Kanadaban [Microfilm]. Positive/Negative 1/1 Language: Hungarian
Hungarian-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 854
Microfilm # 855
Hungarian-Periodicals.

211. Tarogato [Microfilm]. Negative 1/1 Language: Hungarian
Hungarian-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 1055
Microfilm # 1055
Hungarian-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 14100
Microfilm # 1011
Hungarian-Newspaper.

NOTE: From Munkas Collection.
Material Submission Report # 412
Microfilm # 49
Hungarian-Periodicals.

215. Winnipeg Hungarian Presbyterian Church [Microfilm]. Positive/Negative In 1 reel Language: English/Hungarian
Material Submission Report # 354
Microfilm # 489
Immigrant Branch Records (RG 76)

216. Immigrant Branch Records (RG 76) [Microfilm]. Positive Language: English

Indian Collection (South Asian)


Microfilm # 1042
Indian Newspaper/South Asian-Newspaper.


Microfilm # 1036
Indian-Newspaper/South Asian-Newspaper/Gujarati Newspaper.


Microfilm # 892
Indian-Newspaper/South Asian-Newspaper/Hindi Newspaper.

Iranian-Collection


Material Submission Report # 14108
Microfilm # 957
Iranian-Periodicals.

Irish Collection


Material Submission Report # 14005
Microfilm # 900
Irish-Newspaper.

Italian Collection


Material Submission Report # 1351
Microfilm # 134
Italian-Periodicals.


Material Submission Report # 14103
Microfilm # 1021
Italian-Newspaper.
   Material Submission Report # 153
   Microfilm # 56
   Italian-Records.

   Material Submission Report # 14044
   Microfilm # 904
   Italian-Periodicals.

   Material Submission Report # 12445
   Microfilm # 862
   Italian Consular-Report.

   Material Submission Report # 12354/14029
   Microfilm # 523
   Italian-Periodicals.

   Material Submission Report # 14000
   Microfilm # 912
   Italian-Newspaper.

   Material Submission Report # 10005/14017
   Microfilm # 610
   Italian-Newspaper.

   Material Submission Report # 14017
   Italian-Periodicals.

231. II Lavoratore [Microfilm] 1936-1938. Positive 1/1 Language: Italian
   Material Submission Report # 10005
   Microfilm # 616
   Italian-Newspaper.

   NOTE: Continues II Sole
   Material Submission Report # 14003
   Microfilm # 1018
   Italian-Newspaper.

   Material Submission Report # 14029
   Microfilm # 918
   Italian-Newspaper.
   Material Submission Report # 14002
   Microfilm # 1014
   Italian-Newspaper.

   Material Submission Report # 14008
   Microfilm # 910
   Italian-Newspaper.

236. Membership records men and women of **Societa Italiana [Microfilm]** 1934-1977. Positive 1/1 Language: English/Italian
   Material Submission Report # 2086
   Microfilm # 349
   Societa Italiana-Records.

   Material Submission Report # 14003
   Microfilm # 1022
   Italian-Periodicals.

   Material Submission Report # 14003
   Microfilm # 1025
   Italian-Newspaper.

   Material Submission Report # 14029
   Microfilm # 911
   Italian-Newspaper.

240. **Panorama [Microfilm]** 1955-1957. Positive 1/1 Language: Italian
   Material Submission Report # 14029
   Microfilm # 909
   Italian-Newspaper.

241. **Progresso Italo-Canadese=Italian Canadian Progress [Microfilm]** 1929-1932. Positive 1/1 Language: Italian
   Microfilm # 905
   Italian-Newspaper.

   NOTE: Admission Form, Membership Book, Membership Minutes Book, Scrapbook, Sickness Benefits Form, Statuto E Regolamento (Constitution Photocopy) Female Section.
   Material Submission Report # 2535
   Microfilm # 252
   Italian-Records/Societa Italiana Di Benevolenza-Records.

243. **La Rasse Ontario [Microfilm]**. Negative 1/1 Language: Italian
   Italian-Periodicals.
244. **La Settimana**[Microfilm] 1975-1977. **Positive 1/1** Language: **Italian**
   Material Submission Report # 14103
   Microfilm # 1019
   Italian-Newspaper.

245. **Six Plays and Three Speeches**[Microfilm] . **Positive 1/1** Language: **English/Italian**
   Italian-Play/Italian-Records.

246. **La Specchio**[Microfilm] 1984-1987. **Positive 1/1** Language: **Italian**
   Material Submission Report # 14103
   Microfilm # 1020
   Italian-Periodicals.

247. **St. Agnes Church Albums, Toronto**[Microfilm] . **Positive 1/1** Language: **Italian/English**
   Material Submission Report # 3052
   Microfilm # 174
   Italian-Records/St. Agnes Church-Records.

   Material Submission Report # 2543
   Microfilm # 430
   Italian-Records/St. Anthony's Roman Catholic Church-Records.

249. **Three Italian Canadian Pamphlets, Sault Ste. Marie, Hamilton**[Microfilm] . **Positive/Negative 1/1** Language: **English/Italian**
   Material Submission Report # 764
   Microfilm # 55
   Italian-Records.

250. **La Vittoria=Victory.** [Microfilm] 1942-1943. **Positive 1/1** Language: **Italian**
   Material Submission Report # 10005
   Microfilm # 615
   Italian-Newspaper.

251. **La Voce Degli Italo-Canadesi**[Microfilm] 1938-1940. **Positive 1/1** Language: **Italian**
   Material Submission Report # 10005
   Microfilm # 614
   Italian-Newspaper.

252. **La Voce Della Dominica**[Microfilm] 1971. **Negative/Positive 1/1** Language: **Italian**
   Material Submission Report # 2556
   Microfilm # 167
   Italian-Periodicals.

**Japanese Collection**

   Material Submission Report # 14047
   Microfilm # 927
   Japanese-Newspaper.
   Material Submission Report # 14047
   Microfilm # 925
   Japanese-Newspaper.

   Material Submission Report # 14047
   Microfilm # 926
   Japanese-Periodicals.

   Material Submission Report # 11397
   Microfilm # 854
   Japanese-Periodicals.

   Material Submission Report # 10005
   Microfilm # 622
   Japanese-Periodicals.

Jewish Collection

258. *Beat the threat of depression by Tim Buck* [Microfilm]. Positive/Negative In 1 reel Language: English
   Material Submission Report # 6667
   Microfilm # 441
   Abramovitz, Albert-Collection/Jewish Collection/Buck, Tim.

259. *Bolshevism is Jewish by A. S. Leese* [Microfilm]. Positive/Negative 1/1 Language: English.
   NOTE: 6 items in one reel
   Material Submission Report # 8111
   Microfilm # 522
   Cohen, Oscar-Collection/Jewish Collection/Bolshevism/Leese, A. S.

260. *Canada: the communist viewpoint by Tim Buck* [Microfilm]. Positive/Negative In 1 reel Language: English
   Material Submission Report # 6667
   Microfilm # 441
   Abramovitz, Albert-Collection/Jewish Collection/Buck, Tim/Communist party-Canada.

261. *Canadian independence and people's democracy by LPP Program* [Microfilm]. Positive/Negative In 1 reel Language: English
   Material Submission Report # 6667
   Microfilm # 441
   Abramovitz, Albert-Collection/Jewish Collection/LPP Program.

   Material Submission Report # 10005/14124
   Microfilm # 630
   Jewish-Newspaper.

Microfilm # 10089
Jewish-Periodicals.

265. Collection of left wing pamphlets 43 [Microfilm]. Positive/Negative In 1 reel Language: English
Microfilm # 6667
Abramovitz, Albert-Collection/Jewish Collection.

266. Der Naiger Do=The New Generation Canadian American Literacy Journal. [Microfilm]. Positive/Negative 1/1 Language: English
Jewish-Periodicals.

267. Disarmament means peace by Tim Buck [Microfilm]. Positive/Negative In 1 reel Language: English
Microfilm # 6667
Abramovitz, Albert-Collection/Jewish Collection/Buck, Tim.

268. Fascist Youth [Microfilm]. Positive/Negative 1/1 Language: English
Jewish-Periodicals.

269. Le Fasciste Canada [Microfilm]. Positive/Negative Language: English
Jewish-Periodicals.

270. Hitler Over Canada [Microfilm]. Positive/Negative 1/1 Language: English
Jewish-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 4720
Microfilm # 322
Jewish-Records.

Jewish-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 2414
Microfilm # 65
Jewish-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 1063
Microfilm # 1063
Jewish-Newspaper.
275. *Left-wing pamphlet collection [Microfilm]*. Positive / Negative 1 reel. Language: English
   Material Submission Report # 6667
   Microfilm #: 481
   Abramowitz, Albert-Collection / Jewish Collection.

   Jewish-Collection.

277. *Noonkeest-Closeness poems by Slen Shtem [Microfilm]*. Positive / Negative 1/1. Language: English
   Jewish-Poem / Shtem, Slen.

   Material Submission Report # 5111
   Microfilm #: 522
   Jewish-Collection / Cohen, Oscar-Collection.

   Material Submission Report # 427-434
   Microfilm #: 1064
   Jewish-Newspaper.

   Material Submission Report # 3085 / 3087 / 1200
   Microfilm #: 67
   Kenny, Robert S.-Collection / Jewish-Collection.

   Material Submission Report # 3074
   Microfilm #: 138
   Jewish-Scrapbook / Steinberg, A.-Scrapbook.

282. *The Thunderbolt [Microfilm]*. Positive / Negative Language: English
   Jewish-Newspaper.

283. *Toronto Clockmaker's Union Souvenir Journal [Microfilm]*. Positive 1/1. Language: English
   Material Submission Report # 899
   Microfilm #: 68
   Jewish-Periodicals / Toronto Clockmaker's Union-Periodicals.

   Material Submission Report # 440
   Microfilm #: 1065
   Jewish-Periodicals.

   Jewish-Periodicals.
Jewish Collection (Sam Kegan Literary Collection)

286. *Das Folk Zingt* = The Folk Song: National Culture and School Committee etc. [Microfilm] . Positive/ Negative 1/1 Language: English
Material Submission Report # 8434
Microfilm # 479
Jewish-Collection/Kegan, Sam.

287. *Jewish Literary Journal, Poetry and Song* [Microfilm] . Positive/ Negative 1/1 Language: English
Material Submission Report # 8434
Microfilm # 479
Jewish-Poem/Kegan, Sam/Jewish-Song/Jewish-Periodicals.

288. *Notes on Teaching Montreal Shul by Itche Goldberg* [Microfilm] . Positive/ Negative 1/1 Language: English
Material Submission Report # 8434
Microfilm # 479
Jewish-Collection/Kegan, Sam/Goldberg, Itche.

Material Submission Report # 8434
Microfilm # 479
Kegan, Sam/Jewish-Song/Hirsch, H.

Joseph Griffani Collection

290. *Scrapbook: Joseph Griffani* [Microfilm] . Positive 1/1 Language: English
Material Submission Report # 21735
Microfilm # 58
Griffani, Joseph/Scrapbook.

Kenomadiwin

291. *Kenomadiwin News* [Microfilm] . Negative 1/1 Language: English?
Kenomadiwin-Periodicals.

Korean Collection

Material Submission Report # 3304
Microfilm # 187
Korean-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 11776
Microfilm # 721
Korean-Newspaper/Kim, Lawrence.
   Material Submission Report # 3304
   Microfilm # 187
   Korean-Newspaper.

   Material Submission Report # 14001/14053
   Microfilm # 945
   Korean-Newspaper.

   Material Submission Report # 14057
   Microfilm # 944
   Korean-Newspaper.

   Material Submission Report # 14060/14066
   Microfilm # 300
   Korean-Newspaper.

   Material Submission Report # 3304
   Microfilm # 187
   Korean-Newspaper.

   Material Submission Report # 12485/14052
   Microfilm # 891
   Korean-Newspaper.

    Material Submission Report # 8022
    Microfilm # 467
    Toronto Korean Presbyterian Church-Periodicals.

    Material Submission Report # 8022
    Microfilm # 467
    Korean-Newspaper.

**Latin American Collection**

    Material Submission Report # 14103
    Microfilm # 1015
    Latin American-Newspaper/Spanish-Newspaper.

    Material Submission Report # 14105
Latvian Collection

Material Submission Report # 3562/110/577/508/5633/6437
Microfilm # 86/132/225/324
Latvian-Scrapbook/Archbishop, Arnold Lusis-Scrapbook.

Material Submission Report # 12440
Microfilm # 858
Latvian-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 5635
Microfilm # 271
Latvian-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 16007
Microfilm # 923
Latvian-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 11157
Microfilm # 856
Latvian-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 6438/19102
Microfilm # 320
Latvian-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 16007
Microfilm # 922
Latvian-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 12436
Microfilm # 857
Latvian-Newspaper.

312. Latvian Evangelical Lutheran Church, Mandate [Microfilm]. Positive 1/1 Language: English/Latvian
Latvian-Records/Latvian Evangelical Lutheran Church-Records.

313. Latvian News Bulletin in Bavaria [Microfilm]. Positive/Negative 1/1 Language: English/Latvian
Material Submission Report # 5635
Microfilm # 271
Latvian-Newspaper.

315. Latvija=Latvian Newspaper. [Microfilm] . Positive/Negative 1/7 Language: Latvian
Material Submission Report # 5635
Microfilm # 271
Latvian-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 14029
Microfilm # 924
Latvian-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 317
Microfilm # 267
Latvian-Newspaper.

318. Records: St. Andrew's Evangelical Lutheran Latvian Church[Microfilm] . Positive 1/1 Language: English/Latvian
Material Submission Report # 105
Microfilm # 128
Latvian-Records/St. Andrew's Evangelical Lutheran Latvian Church-Records.

319. Records: St. Andrew's Evangelical Paris Register, *Isorists*[Microfilm] . Positive 1/1 Language: English/Latvian
Latvian-Records/St. Andrew's Evangelical Paris Register-Records.

320. St. Andrew's Lutheran Latvian Church, Newsletters, Services Programs[Microfilm] . Positive 1/1 Language: English/Latvian
Material Submission Report # 105
Microfilm # 82
Latvian-Periodicals/St. Andrew's Lutheran Latvian Church-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 6592
Microfilm # 304
Latvian-Periodicals.

Lithuanian Collection

Material Submission Report # 14000
Microfilm # 896
Lithuanian-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 12434
Material Submission Report # 4679/18029  
Microfilm # 297/946  
Lithuanian-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 3547  
Microfilm # 95  
Lithuanian-Minutes; Lithuanian Women’s Mutual Benefit Society-Minutes.

NOTE: Includes Newsletters and Services Program etc.  
Material Submission Report # 3547  
Microfilm # 95  

Material Submission Report # 14029  
Microfilm # 947  
Lithuanian-Newspaper.

**Macedonian Collection**

Material Submission Report # 3850  
Microfilm # 78  
Macedonian-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 3841  
Microfilm # 72  
Macedonian-Records/Youchoff, A. C.-Collection.

Material Submission Report # 1030  
Microfilm # 74  

Material Submission Report # 3840  
Microfilm # 73  
Macedonian-Collection/Mikaidoff, Ivan-Collection.

Material Submission Report # 3839  
Microfilm # 75  
Macedonian-Periodicals.
333. Macedonian Almanac [Microfilm] 1940. Positive/Negative 1/1 Language: Macedonian
   Material Submission Report # 3839
   Microfilm # 76
   Macedonian-Almanac.

334. Macedonian Illustrated [Microfilm] 1919. Positive/Negative 1/1 Language: Macedonian
   Material Submission Report # 3840
   Microfilm # 73
   Macedonian-Periodicals.

335. Macedonian Patriotic Organization [Microfilm] Language: Macedonian/English
   Material Submission Report # 3843
   Microfilm # 70
   Macedonian-Periodicals.

336. Macedonian Year [Microfilm] 1911. Positive 1/1 Language: Macedonian
   Material Submission Report # 7149
   Microfilm # 477
   Macedonian-Periodicals.

   Material Submission Report # 3812
   Microfilm # 71
   Macedonian-Records/Bonita Benevolent Society Records.

338. Trudeff Scrapbook [Microfilm] Positive 1/1 Language: Macedonian
   Material Submission Report # 1061
   Microfilm # 77
   Macedonian-Scrapbook/Trudeff-Scrapbook.

Maltese Collection

   Material Submission Report # 10005
   Microfilm # 63
   Maltese-Periodicals.

   Material Submission Report # 7547
   Microfilm # 385
   Maltese-Periodicals.

   Material Submission Report # 14026
   Microfilm # 921
   Maltese-Periodicals.

   Material Submission Report # 10005
Mennonite Collection

Material Submission Report # 14109
Microfilm # 1048
Mennonite-Periodicals.

Multicultural Collection

Material Submission Report # 14007
Microfilm # 902
Multicultural-Newspaper.

345. The Ontario Timberworker [Microfilm]. Negative/Positive 1/1 Language: English
Material Submission Report # 9908
Microfilm # 597
Multicultural-Records/Timberworker-Ontario.

Norwegian Collection

346. Lille Norge Avisan [Microfilm] 1944-1945. Positive/Negative 1/1 Language: English/Norwegian
Material Submission Report # 14000
Microfilm # 935
Norwegian-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 14112
Microfilm # 1069
Norwegian-Periodicals.

Pakistani Collection (South Asian)

NOTE: Reel 1-3 are missing.
Material Submission Report # 14108
Microfilm # 168
Pakistani-Newspaper/Urdu Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 14108
Microfilm # 168
Pakistani-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 14105
Microfilm # 1035
   Material Submission Report # 1170  
   Microfilm # 169  
   *Pakistani-Newspaper.*

**Polish Collection**

   Material Submission Report # 7821  
   Microfilm # 432  
   *Polish-Periodicals / Association of Polish Engineers Canada Bulletin.*

353. **Budzik [Microfilm]** January 1931-April 1932. Negative 1/1 Language: Polish  
   Material Submission Report # 14058  
   Microfilm # 950  
   *Polish-Periodicals.*

354. **Echo Tygodnia, Toronto [Microfilm]**. Positive 1/8 Language: Polish / English  
   Material Submission Report # 14103  
   Microfilm # 1023  
   *Polish-Periodicals.*

355. **First Polish Armoured Division Association in Canada Bulletin [Microfilm]** 1970-1976. Positive / Negative 1/1 Language: English / Polish  
   Material Submission Report # 7924  
   Microfilm # 500  
   *Polish-Periodicals.*

   Material Submission Report # 14059  
   Microfilm # 951  
   *Polish-Periodicals.*

   Material Submission Report # 14060  
   Microfilm # 952  
   *Polish-Periodicals.*

   Material Submission Report # 14056 / 14101  
   Microfilm # 948  
   *Polish-Newspaper.*

   Material Submission Report # 6647  
   Microfilm # 400  
   *Polish-Newspaper.*
Material Submission Report # 14103
Microfilm # 1024
Polish-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 14061
Microfilm # 953
Polish-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 9311
Microfilm # 600
Polish-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 10005
Microfilm # 612
Polish-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 14062
Microfilm # 954
Polish-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 14063
Microfilm # 955
Polish-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 797
Microfilm # 102
Polish-Periodicals/Polish Parish St. Stanislaus Jubilee History-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 12072
Microfilm # 880
Polish-Newspaper.

**Portuguese Collection**

368. *Comunidade* [Microfilm] 1975-. Negative/Positive 1/3 Language: Portuguese
Material Submission Report # 3200
Microfilm # 210
Portuguese-Periodicals.
Language: Portuguese
Material Submission Report # 14033/14108
Microfilm # 985
Portuguese - Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 14110
Microfilm # 1056
Portuguese - Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 14033
Microfilm # 981
Portuguese - Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 14033
Microfilm # 980
Portuguese - Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 1684
Microfilm # 103
Portuguese - Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 14110
Microfilm # 1055
Portuguese - Periodicals.

Romanian Collection

Material Submission Report # 14103
Microfilm # 1017
Romanian - Periodicals.

376. Maria, Queen of Romania: Ode to Romania, Paris [Microfilm] 1923. Positive / Negative 1/1 Language: English
Material Submission Report # 4700
Microfilm # 203
Romanian - Collection.

Material Submission Report # 14108
Microfilm # 1062
Romanian - Periodicals.

Russian Collection
378. Four Russian Orthodox Calendar [Microfilm] 1952. Positive/Negative 1/1. Language: Russian/English
   Material Submission Report # 537
   Microfilm # 107
   Russian-Calendar.

   Material Submission Report # 14002
   Microfilm # 931
   Russian-Periodicals.

380. Russian Orthodox Church in Canada, Canadian Greek Orthodox Calendar [Microfilm] 1952. Positive/Negative 1/1. Language: Russian/English
   Material Submission Report # 537
   Microfilm # 105
   Russian-Calendar/Greek-Calendar.

381. Russian Orthodox Church in Canada, Canadian Greek Orthodox Calendar [Microfilm] 1954. Positive/Negative 1/1. Language: Russian/English
   Material Submission Report # 537
   Microfilm # 106
   Russian-Calendar/Greek-Calendar.

   Material Submission Report # 14035/14002
   Microfilm # 930
   Russian-Periodicals.

Scandinavian Collection

   Material Submission Report # 6895
   Microfilm # 294
   Scandinavian-Periodicals.

   Material Submission Report # 14002
   Microfilm # 938
   Scandinavian-Newspaper.

Scottish Collection

   Material Submission Report # 14007
   Microfilm # 990
   Scottish-Periodicals.

   Material Submission Report # 10005
   Microfilm # 623
   Scottish-Periodicals.
   Material Submission Report # 14007
   Microfilm # 988
   Scottish-Periodicals.

   Material Submission Report # 14007
   Microfilm # 989
   Scottish-Periodicals.

Serbian Collection

   Language: Serbian.
   NOTE: Missing Feb-December 1941 Issues
   Material Submission Report # 14068
   Microfilm # 960
   Serbian-Newspaper.

   Material Submission Report # 14070/14001
   Microfilm # 962
   Serbian-Periodicals.

   Material Submission Report # 8035
   Microfilm # 497
   Serbian-Minutes/Serbian Brothers’ Help of Canada-Minutes.

392. *Serbian Brothers’ Help of Canada,* Toronto: Minutes, Main Board, Annual meeting [Microfilm]. Positive 1/1 Language: Serbian/English
   Material Submission Report # 8036
   Microfilm # 501
   Serbian-Minutes/Serbian Brothers’ Help of Canada-Minutes.

   Material Submission Report # 14069/14001
   Microfilm # 962
   Serbian-Periodicals.

Slovak Collection

   Material Submission Report # 14110
   Microfilm # 1059
   Slovak-Periodicals.

   Material Submission Report # 4117
   Microfilm # 136

Material Submission Report # 3742
Microfilm # 261
Slovak-Records.

Material Submission Report # 14112
Microfilm # 1061
Slovak-Periodicals.

NOTE: See also mfm # 292
Material Submission Report # 4320
Microfilm # 213
Slovak-Periodicals/St. Cyril and Methodius Church-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 4531
Microfilm # 213
Slovak-Periodicals/St. Paul’s Evangelical Lutheran Latvian Church-Periodicals.

Slovenian Collection

Material Submission Report # 14003
Microfilm # 929
Slovenian-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 14112
Microfilm # 1061
Slovenian-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 4888
Microfilm # 267
Slovenian-Records/Church of St. Gregory the Great-Records.

Material Submission Report # 12482
Microfilm # 880
Slovenian-Newspaper.

404. Slovenske Brezlet, Montreal [Microfilm] 1939-1942. Positive 1/1 Language: Slovenian
Material Submission Report # 14112
Microfilm # 1067
Slovenian-Periodicals.
Swedish Collection

Material Submission Report # 14104
Microfilm # 1033
Swedish-Periodicals.

Ukrainian Collection

Material Submission Report # 14104
Microfilm # 1034
Ukrainian-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 14076
Microfilm # 958
Ukrainian-Newspaper.

408. Chervonyi Prapor = The Red Flag. [Microfilm] November 15, 1907-August 8, 1908. Negative 1/1 Language: Ukrainian
Material Submission Report # 14076
Microfilm # 970
Ukrainian-Newspaper.

409. Collection of Plays [Microfilm]. Positive 1/1 Language: English/Ukrainian
Material Submission Report # 1042
Microfilm # 114
Ukrainian-Play.

Material Submission Report # 11472
Microfilm # 834
Ukrainian-Newspaper/Antonovych, Dr. Marko-Collection.

Material Submission Report # 14076
Microfilm # 969
Ukrainian-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 14076
Microfilm # 971
Ukrainian-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 14076
Microfilm # 972
Ukrainian-Newspaper.
Material Submission Report # 14076
Microfilm # 973
Ukrainian-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 14076
Microfilm # 974
Ukrainian-Newspaper.

416. Kanada=Canada, Winnipeg. [Microfilm] 1913-. Positive 1/1 Language: Ukrainian
Material Submission Report # 920033
Ukrainian-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 920037
Ukrainian-Periodicals.

418. Kanadyiskoho Rusina (Canadian Ruthenian) and other Calendars, Winnipeg[Microfilm] 1916-1922. Positive/Negative 1/1 Language: Ukrainian
Material Submission Report # 2296
Microfilm # 150
Ukrainian-Calendar.

419. Khata=Chata, Winnipeg. [Microfilm] 1912-. Positive/Negative 1/1 Language: Ukrainian
Material Submission Report # 920034
Ukrainian-Calendar.

420. Liturgykon (in Old Church Slavonic)[Microfilm] 1905. Positive/Negative 1/1 Language: Ukrainian
Material Submission Report # 2192
Microfilm # 143
Ukrainian-Records.

Material Submission Report # 1040/2575
Microfilm # 119
Ukrainian-Collection/Petrowsky, Michael.

NOTE: Acquired from New York Public Library. DO NOT COPY.
Material Submission Report # 8154
Microfilm # 545
Ukrainian-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 14110
Microfilm # 1058
Ukrainian-Periodicals.

Microfilm # 920030
Ukrainian-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 10290
Microfilm # 698
Ukrainian-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 10531
Microfilm # 607
Ukrainian-Collection/Krawchuk, P.-Collection.

Material Submission Report # 10531
Microfilm # 608
Ukrainian-Collection/Krawchuk, P.-Collection.

Microfilm # 920032
Ukrainian-Periodicals.

Microfilm # 920033
Ukrainian-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 390
Microfilm # 352
Ukrainian-Records/Ukrainian War Veterans' Association of Canada-Records.

Material Submission Report # 309
Microfilm # 352
Ukrainian-Records/Ukrainian War Veterans' Association of Canada-Records.

Material Submission Report # 309
Microfilm # 352
Ukrainian-Records/Ukrainian War Veterans' Association of Canada-Records.

Material Submission Report # 309
Material Submission Report # 14076
Microfilm # 979
Ukrainian-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 14076
Microfilm # 975
Ukrainian-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 14076
Microfilm # 973
Ukrainian-Newspaper.

438. Semen Kowbel Memoirs[Microfilm] . Positive 1/1 Language: English/Ukrainian
Material Submission Report # 1033
Microfilm # 117
Ukrainian-Memoirs/Kowbel, Semen.

Material Submission Report # 1033
Microfilm # 116
Ukrainian-Poem/Kowbel, Semen.

Material Submission Report # 1033
Microfilm # 118
Ukrainian-Poem/Ukrainian-Play/Ukrainian-Stories/Kowbel, Semen-Collection.

NOTE: Includes several plays and short stories.
Material Submission Report # 1033
Microfilm # 118
Ukrainian-Poem/Ukrainian-Play/Ukrainian-Stories.

Language: English/Ukrainian
Material Submission Report # 9218/9761
Microfilm # 568/560
Ukrainian-Periodicals/St. Cyril and Methodius Ukrainian Catholic Church-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 14076
Microfilm # 976
Ukrainian-Newspaper.
444. Two uncatalogued titles [Microfilm]. Positive/Negative 1/1 Language: Ukrainian
Material Submission Report # 4719
Microfilm # 262
Ukrainian-Records.

Material Submission Report # 14075
Microfilm # 967
Ukrainian-Newspaper.

Material Submission Report # 14076
Microfilm # 979
Ukrainian-Newspaper.

447. Ukrainian Literary Society Library, Kenora [Microfilm]. Positive/Negative 1/1 Language: Ukrainian
Material Submission Report # 2193
Microfilm # 173
Ukrainian-Collection/Ukrainian Literary Society Library-Collection.

448. Ukrainian Orthodox Church of St. Sophia, Waterloo, ON [Microfilm]. Positive 1/1 Language: English/Ukrainian.
NOTE: 1. See also mfm # 520. 2. Ecclesiatical Books
Material Submission Report # 8155
Microfilm # 544
Ukrainian-Records/St. Sophia Ukrainian Orthodox Church-Records.

Material Submission Report # 1775
Microfilm # 793
Ukrainian-Records/Ukrainian Technical Society in Canada-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 14076
Microfilm # 977
Ukrainian-Newspaper.

Microfilm # 920038
Ukrainian-Periodicals.

452. Uncatalogued Ukrainian Canadian Imprint, Yorkton, Saskatchewan [Microfilm] 1941. Positive/Negative 1/1 Language: Ukrainian
Material Submission Report # 2192
Microfilm # 148
Ukrainian-Periodicals.

Material Submission Report # 3896
Microfilm # 492
Ukrainian-Newspaper.
Vietnamese Collection

Material Submission Report # 14108
Microfilm # 959
Vietnamese-Periodicals.

Yugoslav Collection

Material Submission Report # 12471
Microfilm # 857
Yugoslav Organization in Canada-Records.